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Kenneth Ivo Brownley Langwell ‘Seaforth’ Mackenzie’s first and ALS prize winning novel The 

Young Desire It (1937), is now reprinted for the first time in twenty-four years by Text Classics, 

with an excellent introduction by David Malouf. The Young Desire It is one of those fascinating 

cases, an older novel already richly imbued with multiple interpretations with still more to offer. 

There’s a real joy in discovering anew a classic such as this. Not only is it a surprisingly good 

novel – Malouf and Peter Craven, among others, have gone as far as to call it ‘nearly perfect’ – 

but the reintroduction of the novel nearly three decades after its original publication opens the 

work to a new generation of readers and, inevitably, new interpretations.1 

Upon its first publication, critics and readers, noting Mackenzie’s age (24), lauded the 

novel for its display of literary prodigality. 2 Though awarded the ALS prize, this first brief 

period of acclaim was restricted to short studies and reviews, major scholarly attention com-

ing only after the publication of a second edition in 1963 by Sirius. Favorable reviews in The 

Bulletin noted Mackenzie as a poet, recognising his lyric mode of nature writing.3 Many read-

ers, more accustomed to popular action-filled war and frontier works, remarked that ‘nothing 

happens’ in the novel.4 Others noted in veiled terms the maturity of the novel’s handling of 

difficult subject matter: the sympathetically represented, classically referential relationship 

between protagonist Charles Fox and a young displaced Oxford Classics teacher, Mr Pen-

worth. In a sense it is this relationship that has endured as a hallmark of discussion on the 

novel. Though significant, it is largely elided even among recent reviews: the relationship is 

recognised, the representation congratulated for its maturity and sensitivity, and the subject is 

then, largely, safely skirted around.5 

The Young Desire It is in many ways a classic bildungsroman depicting the adolescence 

and sexual awakening of ‘pretty faced’ fifteen-year-old Charles Fox. Aside from Henry Han-

del Richardson’s The Getting of Wisdom (1910), Mackenzie’s novel represents a significant 



 

 

departure from earlier Australian ‘school stories’ then largely typified by humorous shorter 

works or those for children. Principally focused on Charles Fox’s burgeoning inner life and 

self discovery, the physically striking and socially ostracised boy is marked from the begin-

ning in the new and alienating experience of a colonial boarding school. For all the well-

written written accounts of Mackenzie’s lyric representation of youth and its identification as 

marking the Australian novel's turn to modernity, I'm struck by the disjunction between the 

relative lack of discussion of sexual elements of the text compared to my own reading.6 Re-

portedly based on his own experience at Guildford Grammar, (a notable Public School still 

enrolling today, and serving Perth’s colonial upper classes in Mackenzie's time), like many 

first novels, it is ambitious and dense with autobiographic allusion.7 The biographic link here 

is interesting though well covered – particularly the two fictional-to-autobiographical corre-

spondences: the apocryphal sack of a school music master after Mackenzie's leaving, and the 

death of the then headmaster. There are suggestions of a closeted homosexual life.8 I don’t 

think this adds much to the ‘life’ of the novel, it gets too much into gossip, speculation, and 

second-rate psychoanalysis.9  

It isn’t that there is a particular ‘action’ that that marks the novel as queer. It is more that 

Mackenzie’s representation of the boarding school places it within a tradition, inaugurated by 

E.M. Forster’s Maurice (written 1913, published posthumously 1971), of pairing representa-

tions of institutional homosociality with homoeroticism. The world of the novel is an avow-

edly masculine one populated by diversely rendered male characters in stark contrast to the 

paucity of notable female characters. Depicted as marked by his 'prettiness' and his mater-

nal/naturist/unfettered upbringing, Fox is literally tortured for his difference. On his first day 

at Guildford, he is attacked by a group of older students more experienced in the vagrancies of 

masculine sociality. They comment on his beauty, that ‘he’s sissy’. They look to see if he’s ‘a 

girl’ (15). His defiance and confusion spur them; they ‘take him roughly by arms and neck’ 

and ‘a new and crueller devastation of pain gripped him from the loins upward. They spoke 

no word, breathing heavily while he fought and strangled cries in his throat’ (17). On one 

level, the representation of the school seems to espouse the ‘building minds, building nation’ 

credo. The young boys who assault Fox are secure in their sense of normativity, there’s no 

question that they’re real men – it is strangely, and shamefully expected. Yet Mackenzie, 

through Fox and Penworth, is making a wider comment on male sociality. Fox later finds 

support in Mister Penworth. Here Mackenzie is artful; the characterisation is both sympathetic 

and unflinching. Directly alluding to classically informed depictions and myths on the love of 

beautiful boys, their relationship is at first based on a student-master dynamic. Penworth, 

modified by his education, Englishness, and later his desire, believes they share a sense of 



  

 

displacement and becomes infatuated. Before daring a kiss from the horrified Charles, he mut-

ters, ‘action can wait’ (139).  The way that these experiences and the ensuing emotion are 

dealt with by Mackenzie seems to come from a place beyond his then twenty-four years. 

I’m reminded here of a broader tradition of representing youth and the desire of it. Martin 

Boyd, whose depictions of youth verge on the erotic in Lucinda Brayford (1946), might be an 

Australian example of this. Other more notable international examples might include Thomas 

Mann’s Death in Venice (1912) or Vladimir Nabakov’s Lolita (1958). Although depicting 

slightly different periods, Australian director Fred Schepisi’s film The Devil’s Playground 

(1976) and Christos Tsiolkas’ review-cum-memoir of the same title come to mind.  The 

Young Desire It, like Schepisi’s film, is autobiographical in parts and depicts an all-male so-

cial institution (in Schepisi’s case a pre-seminary) in a stark, uncanny and revealing light. 

Like the student-master dynamics of The Devil’s Playground, those of Fox and Penworth are 

characterised by a naivety and vulnerability, problematising dominant readings of the novel 

that draw on accounts of Mackenzie’s storied life and their correspondence to the novel’s epi-

graph: 

To be free to choose is not enough. Though the young desire it, they cannot use that free-

dom, but must be forced into the decision of choice by good or evil circumstances which 

while they can perceive them they cannot control...  

Now identified as a fabrication by Mackenzie, the suggestion that this epigraph marked 

an authorial intent to dramatise tension between the dream of an unfettered life and the neces-

sity of conforming to social norms – or youthful freedom versus adult responsibility – is an 

interesting one.10 The fabrication in another sense offers a new point of a departure, new read-

ers of a younger generation might see a surprising and seemingly anachronistic similarity in 

content and context with what are often deemed ‘Young Adult Fictions’. Indeed the heart-

wrenching earnestness of Mackenzie’s representation of Charles Fox’s daily near-defeat by 

confrontations with various existential crises, is at its very worst reminiscent of recent novels 

by John Green or Stephen Chobsky: there’s another similarity here in the vacant almost vacu-

ous, treatment of the young love object, Margaret – she’s a non-character.  

We see Margaret’s vacuity play out stylistically. Figuring her as a kind of tabula rasa, 

Mackenzie writes the transformations of Fox’s inner life onto Margaret, characterising her 

entirely through Fox’s limited perspective, making her a shell for Fox to project his sexual 

and romantic desires and associations into. Better regarded by contemporaries for his poetry, 

there are moments where a kind of romantic sentimentality overtakes Mackenzie’s prose. 

Though largely limited in perspective to Fox, Penworth, and fellow student Mawley, it is 



 

 

Mackenzie who is everywhere.11 His prose at its best works to conjoin Fox’s transforming 

inner life with what are beautifully rendered descriptions of the outback. There is an authentic 

tenderness here that speaks to a knowledge and love of country. The seemingly eternal con-

tours of this vast, unknown and yet identifiable place, work in contrast to the rigidity, disci-

pline and familiarity of Fox’s experience at school. At its worst, Mackenzie’s prose is some-

times awkward and ambitiously verbose, particularly when attempting to describe sexual and 

bodily matters – ‘budding blooms’ (58-9) and ‘mushrooms shone like moons… the pink flesh 

of their secret under-sides was wonderful to see’ (74). These moments read as somewhat 

campy and dated, their floridity and the anachronism of the idiom comes across as far more 

explicit now than in their original context. It should be noted that Fox reaches a ‘heterosexual 

resolution’ in the end of the novel. It isn’t a triumphant finale. Fox recurs in Mackenzie’s 

other novels in shambles.  
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